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What does it take for students to realize their full 
potential? Creative teaching programs, cutting-
edge technology, and dedicated faculty like you. 
That’s why the world’s leading educators—from top 
universities to K-12 institutions—partner with Avid 
to help empower the next generation of artists and 
media professionals. 

As the proven and trusted leader in the music, film, 
television, broadcast, and live sound industries, Avid is 
committed to your mission of student success. By 
joining us and becoming an Avid® Learning Partner 
(ALP), you and your facility will be recognized as an elite 
Avid educator, offering official courses and certification 
programs that will attract students and professionals 
worldwide who are serious about making their mark in 
the media industry. Plus, we offer training that’s 
designed to give your teaching staff the highest level of 
proficiency in Pro Tools®, Media Composer®, and other 
Avid workflows, so you can give your students their best 
shot at achieving their dreams.

Why become an Avid Learning 
Partner (ALP)?
The Avid Learning Partner (ALPP) program is designed 
to equip independent training companies, corporations, 
universities, and other educational institutions that 
provide training on Avid products with the instructional 
expertise and deep knowledge of today’s media 
workflows you need to ensure your students or 
employees achieve the highest level of success in  
their field.

Avid Training and Certification Avid Training and Certification

The Avid 
Learning
Partner 
Program 

As an ALP, you’ll be able to…
• Give students in-depth, hands-on training 

and certification in the industry-standard 
tools they’ll need to know to get the work 
they want

• Offer the official Avid Curriculum to 
your students and/or employees, 
including courses for Pro Tools, Media 
Composer, Sibelius, Avid pro mixing, 
and live sound

• Get exclusive Avid Certified Instructor 
training to bring your teaching staff up 
to speed and to fill in any knowledge 
gaps

• Keep your classroom software up-to-
date with the best - and most flexible 
- software support package on the 
market (available exclusively to Avid 
Learning Partners).

Elevate your facility’s programs and visibility
As an ALP, you will gain the closest possible relationship with Avid to ensure your students are inspired 
with the latest cutting-edge technology used extensively throughout the industry—from audio and video 
creation, to media management, broadcast, and distribution. You’ll also get…

• High visibility to students and professionals 
looking for an official ALP to get special Avid-
authorized training

• Access to Avid’s Authorized Curriculum, 
including new course releases and updates 
for existing courseware (as detailed in the 
following pages)

• Access to the Avid Learning Partner portal, 
including professionally developed Avid 
industry certification exams

• Cooperative marketing support to promote your 
partner alliance to prospective students, including 
Avid logos and trademarks

• Access to instructor and course evaluation data

• Educational product discounts for your 
institution, teachers, and students

• A detailed partner profile with contact 
information published on Avid.com

• Listings for all of your publicly available 
courses displayed in the Avid.com class finder

• Avid Certified Instructor access to a 
community of other instructors to seek advice 
and start or join discussions

• Support through our dedicated ALP team to 
help you launch and maintain your programs

“ Every employer who contacts us always 
specifies that applicants must know Pro 

Tools… Our students can go out into the job 
market knowing they are equipped to compete.
Neil Pickles,
Resident Pro Tools instructor and director of  
Alchemea College, London, UK (ALP) ”

The Road to Success 
Starts with Avid

”
“ At Dodge College, students learn theory, 

aesthetics, and the skills they need to 
tell a story. Avid has been a great partner in 
providing solutions for students that reflect 
what’s being used in the industry.
Robert Bassett,
Dean of Dodge College of Film and Media Arts,  
Chapman University, Orange, CA

Prepare students for success 
Avid’s Authorized Curriculum not only provides 
comprehensive product training, the coursework 
features projects that enable students to learn through 
real-world scenarios to keep them engaged. The 
following pages in this guide detail many of the courses 
in our curriculum—from video editing and effects 
compositing, to music recording, composition, sound 
design, and live mixing. ”

“ What we’re hearing from industry is that 
there is a definite need for high-level 

technology training, with a strong foundation in 
workflow and data technology techniques.  Avid’s 
certification can be a key component of that 
literacy, both for teachers and end users.
John Gallagher,
Director, Media Center at Borough of Manhattan Community College, The 
City University of New York, USA

LEARN MORE
• Become an Avid Learning Partner—Visit  

avid.com/support/training/partner 

• Get trained—Find Avid certification programs 
at avid.com/training

• Get your questions answered—Contact us at 
training@avid.com

http://www.avid.com/support/training/partner
http://www.avid.com/training
mailto:training%40avid.com?subject=Training%20Question


MC101: Media Composer 
Editing Essentials 

This course is 
the first step in 
achieving 
confidence, 
creativity, and 
efficiency with 
Avid Media 

Composer, the non- linear film/ 
video editing application used in 
most movie and television 
productions. Along with its 
counterpart (MC 110 Media 
Composer Effects Essentials), the 
course provides the foundation 
for Media Composer User 
Certification, leading you through 
the interface and basic editing 
techniques before moving on to 
trimming, fine-tuning the edit, 
adjusting audio,  multicamera 
editing, transitions, titles and 
outputting your finished project. 
Training is hands-on and features 
project-based lessons in which 
you work on real-world projects. 
This  course is the first step in 
mastering Avid Media Composer, 
the standard editing system used 
by professionals in the film and 
television industries.

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will be able to explore 
the interface, prepare to edit, 
assemble a basic sequence, 
ingest file-based media, perform 
manual timeline editing, refine the 
edit and mix audio, customize 
Media Composer, perform 
multicam editing, create titles and 
transitions and prepare media for 
output and export.

Suggested minimum length: 24 
classroom hours

MC110: Media Composer 
Effects Essentials

Based upon 
the basic 
editing skills 
covered in the 
MC101 course 
this course 
provides a 

solid foundation in audio and 
video effects capabilities and will 
prepare you for User Level 
certification in Media Composer. 
You will be taken through the 
basic effects building interface. 
Then, using a real-world, 
hands-on approach, you’ll learn 
fundamental audio adjustments 
and effects, multilayered video 
compositing, tracking, 
stabilization, various retiming 
methods, and basic color-grading 
techniques. 

Objectives:   At the end of this 
course you will be able to add 
audio and visual effects, perform 
corrective effects, retime, color 
treat and correct, nest multiple 
effects, multilayer effects and 
perform keying and mattes.

Suggested minimum length: 16 
classroom hours

Media Composer

MC205: Media Composer 
Professional Effects and 
Compositing 

This course 
covers the full 
range of 
Media 
Composer 
effects. Along 
with its 

counterpart, MC201, this course 
provides the foundation for Media 
Composer Professional 
Certification. It teaches how to 
apply, design and build your own 
effects, how to make full use of 
Media Composer’s effects 
nesting techniques as well as 
composite elements and 
animation.

Objectives: You will have 
mastered the full range of effects 
on Media Composer from 
keyframing to using the 3D warp 
effect and importing graphics . 

Suggested minimum length: 16 
classroom hours

Target audience for 
Media Composer 
courses
Media Composer courses 
are for producers, editors, 
assistant editors and multimedia 
producers.

Media Composer

Picture 
Editing, Effects 
and Grading

MC201: Media Composer 
Professional Picture 
and Sound Editing

This course 
gives you the 
skills you need 
to work on 
big-budget 
productions, 
including 

media management, advanced 
picture editing and advanced 
sound editing. The student guide 
includes projects that you can 
work on at your own pace after the 
class is over. This course, along 
with its counterpart MC205, will 
prepare you for Media Composer 
Professional certification at an 
Avid Learning Partner.

Objectives:  You will have an 
overview of post workflows as well 
as be able to manage media files, 
edit montages, and trim dialog. 
You will also be able to perform 
multicam editing, and learn the 
basics of audio editing and audio 
sweetening with EQ.

Suggested minimum length: 24 
classroom hours

MC239: Color Grading 
with Media Composer 
and Symphony

Top film 
editors know 
Avid Media 
Composer 
and 
Symphony® 
inside out, 

giving them the confidence to 
earn top jobs. To join their ranks, 
you need the technical skills and 
knowledge to distinguish yourself 
as a grading professional. The 
course covers everything from 
simple primary color corrections 
to creating a polished, multi-layer 
finished grade. Learn to read 
video scopes, perform primary 
grades with HSL and curves, 
perform secondary color 
correction, use paint and AniMatte 
effects and leverage Symphony’s 
correction relationships to speed 
the grading workflow. MC239 will 
teach you the art of color 
correction, help you get a creative 
leg up and put you on the road to 
mastery of Avid Media Composer 
and Symphony.

Objectives: You will have learned 
color grading fundamentals such 
as core grading tools and 
techniques as well as how to use 
curves for grading. AniMatte, how 
to group color corrections and 
delivering a final graded digital 
version.

Suggested minimum length: 16 
classroom hours

“Being Avid certified has 
truly helped me define 

what high quality productions 
should look and sound like. 
The overall workflow and ease 
of operations has been a 
blessing to me.
Lefa Sema, 
Producer Soul In Transit 

MC 101—24 hours

Media Composer  
Part 1: Editing Essentialss

MC 110—16 hours

Media Composer  
Part 2: Effects Essentials

Media Composer
Certified

USER

MC 201—24 hours

Media Composer  
Professional Picture 

and Sound Editing
e

g

MC 205—24 hours

Media Composer  
Professional Effects 

and Compositing

Media Composer
Certified

PRO FES SIONAL

The Media Composer Certification Path
”

Course prerequisites:

MC101 MC6 Editing Essentials
• Working knowledge of 

Macintosh- or Windows-
based computers

MC110 MC Effects Essentials
• Completion of the MC101 

Editing Essentials course

MC201 Picture & Sound Editing
• Completion of MC101 MC 

Editing Essentials and MC110 
Effects Essentials

MC205 Effects & 
Compositing
• MC101 Media Composer 

Editing Essentials

• Recommended minimum: 
MC201 MC Professional 
Picture and Sound Editing

MC239  Color Grading
• Completion of MC101 

Professional Editing and 
MC110 Effects Essentials

• Completion of MC205  
MC Professional Effects  
and Compositing

Find an Avid Learning Partner 
at www.avid.com/support/
training/find-partner

www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner
www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner


Pro Tools 130:  
Pro Tools for Game Audio

This course provides students with exposure to the 
core skills, workflow, and concepts involved in creating 
and implementing game audio using Pro Tools systems. 
It covers basic sound design techniques along with 
example workflows. Audience: Designed for end-users 
with basic Pro Tools skills, including musicians, sound 
editors and multimedia producers.

Objectives: You will understand game audio workflows

Suggested minimum length: 24 classroom hours

Pro Tools 101:  
Introduction to Pro Tools

This course 
covers basic 
Pro Tools 
principles. It 
provides 
everything you 
need to 

complete a Pro Tools project 
– from initial set up to final 
mixdown. The course focuses on 
Pro Tools software and covers a 
multitude of new functions and 
feature enhancements.  

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will be able to create 
sessions, make audio recordings; 
import media into your session, 
make your first MIDI recording, 
apply basic and mixed editing 
techniques, finish your work, create 
music and post hands-on projects. 

Suggested minimum length: 16 to 
24 classroom hours

Pro Tools 110: 
Pro Tools Production I
A more detailed look at the Pro Tools 
system above and beyond the 
knowledge you gained in the 
Pro Tools 101 course. It covers all the 
key concepts and skills needed to 
operate a Pro Tools system at the 
user level. This course, along with 
the Pro Tools 101: An Introduction 
to Pro Tools, the foundation to 
Pro Tools User Certification and for 
the later 200-series on Pro Tools 
music and post production.

Objectives: You will be able to 
configure your studio, control Pro 
Tools using external controllers, 
manage session data, record MIDI 
and audio and use loop recording 
and advanced techniques. Other 
areas covered include working 
with time scales and virtual 
instruments and working with Avid 
Elastic Audio.

Suggested minimum length: 24 to 
30 classroom hours

Pro Tools 

Pro Tools 210M:  
Music Production 
Techniques

Covers 
techniques for 
working with 
Pro Tools 
systems in a 
professional 
music production 

environment. Concepts and skills 
learned in Pro Tools 101, 110, and 
201 are reinforced with practical 
music- specific examples. 

Objectives: You will be able to 
prepare a session, track and 
overdub, control virtual 
instruments,  perform advanced 
MIDI production, apply editing 
techniques, sample in Pro Tools 
using software samplers, employ 
professional audio editing 
techniques, perform advanced 
tempo editing, arrange  and 
produce using advanced 
techniques and mix, automate 
and print your mix 

Suggested minimum length: 24 to 
30 classroom hours

Pro Tools 

Recording, 
Editing and 
Mixing

Pro Tools 201:  
Pro Tools Production II

Covers the skills 
needed to 
operate  Pro 
Tools in a 
professional 
studio 
environment. 

The course continues to build on 
the fundamental concepts and 
topics covered in the Pro Tools 
100-series.

Objectives: You will understand 
system optimisation, managing 
sessions using DigiBase browser, 
editing using alternate tools and 
advanced nudging techniques as 
well as mixing with Pro Tools | HD. 

Suggested minimum length: 16 to 
20 classroom hours

Pro Tools 210P:  
Post Production 
Techniques

This course 
covers 
techniques for 
working with Pro 
Tools in a 
professional 
post production 

environment. Concepts and skills 
learned in Pro Tools 101, 110, and 
201 are reinforced with practical 
post-specific examples. 
Audience: This course is designed 
for end-users with intermediate 
Pro Tools skills. 

Objectives: You will be able to 
synchronise Pro Tools | HD 
systems in post, work with 
non-linear video in Pro Tools, work 
with video tracks and configure 
Pro Tools Video Satellite. The 
course also covers AAF 
Interchange, employing field 
recorder workflows and recording 
and editing dialog in Pro Tools, as 
well as managing audio assets 
and design and accurately mixing 
audio to picture. 

Suggested minimum length: 24 to 
30 classroom hours

Target audience 
for Pro Tools 
courses 
The range of Pro Tools courses 
are designed to appeal to 
a range of users. There are 
introductory courses which are 
aimed at the audio enthusiast 
with little or no Pro Tools 
experience. Other courses in 
the Pro Tools range require 
some experience and are 
aimed at musicians, audio 
engineers and sound editors.

Course Prerequisites: 

Pro Tools 101 Introduction 
•  No course prerequisites 

Pro Tools 110 Production I 
•  Pro Tools 101 

Pro Tools 130 Pro Tools For 
Game Audio 
• Pro Tools 101 (required) 
• Pro Tools 110 (recommended) 

Pro Tools 201 Production II 
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 

Pro Tools 210M 
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 
• Pro Tools 201

Pro Tools 210P 
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 
• Pro Tools 201

PRO TOOLS 101–16 hours

Introduction to
Pro Tools®

PRO TOOLS 110–24 hours

Pro Tools
Production I

PRO TOOLS 201–16 hours

Pro Tools
Production II

PRO TOOLS 210M–24 hours

Post Production
Techniques

PRO TOOLS 310M–24 hours

Advanced 
Post Production

Techniques

PRO TOOLS 310M–24 hours

Advanced Music
Production
Techniques

PRO TOOLS 210M–24 hours

Music
Production
Techniques

Pro Tools HD
Certified

OPERATOR: MUSIC

Pro Tools HD
Certified

EXPERT: MUSIC

Pro Tools HD
Certified

OPERATOR: POST

Pro Tools HD
Certified

EXPERT: POST

Pro Tools
Certified

USER

The Pro Tools Certification Path

”
“ The Avid Pro Tools 

training program is great! 
It has helped me expand my 
knowledge and understanding 
of Pro Tools software in such a 
short period of time.
Chris Hattie, 
Student Cumbernauld College

Find an Avid Learning Partner 
at www.avid.com/support/
training/find-partner

http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner
http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner


Pro Tools 310I:  
ICON Mixing Techniques
This course focuses on advanced 
ICON mixing techniques in both 
music and post-production 
environments. It provides 
comprehensive, hands-on ICON 
training, and is offered in several 
different training options, including 
expert-level certification. To attain 
expert- level ICON Mixer certification, 
you must complete the ICON training 
course and pass the optional 
hands-on certification exam offered 
at Avid Learning Partners. 

Audience: This course is 
designed for end-users with 
intermediate control surface skills 
who are looking to use the ICON 
series of work surfaces in their 
production environments. 

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will understand the 
ICON worksurface layout and be 
able to configure XMON for 
monitoring audio, navigate tracks 
on the console, employ editing, 

zooming and 
navigation 
techniques, 
understand the 
ICON Channel 
Strip, control 
plug-ins, assign 

custom fader groups, plug-in 
mapping and Mix/Edit Groups 
using the console and work with 
Surround Panners. 

Suggested minimum length: 24 
classroom hours

  Pro Tools 310P: 
Advanced Post Production 
Techniques
This course focuses on the 
advanced operation of Pro Tools 
in a professional post-production 
environment. It will give those 
who complete the course important 
technical insights into both Pro Tools 
hardware and software. 

Audience: This course is designed 
for end-users with intermediate 
Pro Tools post-production skills 
who want to gain the highest level 
of technical and operational 
Pro Tools knowledge. 

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will be able to configure 
Pro Tools | HD systems for post 

audio, 
troubleshoot 
Pro Tools | HD 
systems and 
synchronize  
Pro Tools | HD 
with linear 

video. The course also covers how 
to efficiently operate Pro Tools via 
a control surface and through key 
commands, execute post-production 
recording techniques, execute 
editing workflows and design 
sound effects using plug-ins 
commonly employed in post 
production, implement advanced 
routing and mixing techniques, 
mix with Satellite Link and use 
advanced layback. 

Suggested minimum length: 24 to 
30 classroom hours.

ICON and VENUE  

Target audience 
for advanced audio 
courses 
These courses are for advanced 
users and focus on advanced 
techniques. 

ICON and VENUE

Pro Tools 310M: Advanced 
Music Production Techniques
This course focuses on the advanced 
operation of Pro Tools in a professional 
music production environment. It 
offers technical insights into both 
Pro Tools hardware and software. 

Audience: This course is 
designed for end-users with 
intermediate Pro Tools music 
engineering skills. What you will 
need: Pro Tools 101; Pro Tools 110; 
Pro Tools 201; Pro Tools 210M: 
Music Production Techniques. 

Objectives: 
You will be 
able to set up 
and install a 
Pro Tools 
system, use 
tactile 
control of Pro 

Tools and perform advanced 
audio importing and recording. 
The course also covers advanced 
editing, applying synchronization,  
Pro Tools | HD mixing concepts as  
well as advanced mixing and final 
delivery of music. 

Suggested minimum length: 24 to 
30 classroom hours

“Completing Pro Tools 
certification means the 

speed at which I can edit and mix 
has increased dramatically. 
Now I can create a fast, 
efficient and reliable workflow 
giving me more time to focus 
on being creative.
Conor Lonergan,
Music Production Degree Student,  
Pulse College

  Course prerequisites: 

Pro Tools 310I Icon Mixing 
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 
• Pro Tools 201
• Pro Tools 205 

Pro Tools 310P Advanced  
Post Production 
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 
• Pro Tools 201
• Pro Tools 210P  

Pro Tools 310M Advanced 
Music Production
• Pro Tools 101
• Pro Tools 110 
• Pro Tools 201
• Pro Tools 210M  

Venue 110V Live Sound 
Production I
• Pro Tools 101 

(recommended) 
• Pro Tools 110 

(recommended) 

Venue 210V Live Sound 
Production II
• VENUE 110V
• Pro Tools 101 

(recommended) 
• Pro Tools 110 

(recommended) 

Venue 110V: Live Sound 
Production I
This course focuses on the essential 
skills required to operate VENUE in a 

live sound 
environment. It 
includes using 
both the VENUE 
D-Show® 
software and a 
VENUE control 

surface. Advanced students may 
combine this course with VENUE 
210V. 

Audience: This course is designed 
for live sound students and 
engineers with limited experience. 

Objectives: You will understand 
the VENUE concept, use D-Show 
control software, operate a VENUE 
control surface, enable built-in 
effects processing and 
understand TDM plug-ins. 

Suggested minimum length: 16 
to 24 classroom hours.

Venue 210V: Live Sound 
Production II
This course focuses on the core 
skills required to operate a VENUE 
system in a professional live 
sound environment. It provides 

hands-on 
training on a 
VENUE 
D-Show or 
Profile control 
surface and 
covers 
system 

hardware and software 
configuration. 

Audience: For advanced students 
and working professionals who 
have experience of using VENUE. 

Objectives: At the end of this 
course, you will be able to 
configure expanded VENUE 
systems, operate advanced 
console controls, understand 
advanced built-in and TDM 
processing concepts and 
Implement advanced mixing.

Suggested minimum length: 16 
to 24 classroom hours.

VENUE110v–16 hours

Live Sound
Production I

VENUE210v–16 hours

Live Sound
Production II

VENUE
Certified

M
A

IL OPERATOR: LIVE SO
U

N
D

The VENUE Certification Path

Live and 
Recorded Audio 
Production ”

Find an Avid Learning Partner 
at www.avid.com/support/
training/find-partner

http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner
http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner


  

  

Sibelius 110:  
Essentials of Sibelius 
Building on the foundation 
knowledge from the Sibelius 101 
course, this course will progressively 

add to that 
knowledge as 
preparation for the 
User level 
certification. The 
ability to create 

intermediate-level scores and 
advanced lead sheets; the 
essentials of Sibelius

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will have mastered:
• Additional Note Entry 

Practices
• Transposition
• Intro to Multiple Voices 

(Simple 2-part)
• Additional Keypad Layouts 

and Symbols
• Advanced Lines (Lines Menu)
• Advanced Text Styles
• Rhythmic “Slash” Notation – 

Intro to Noteheads

Suggested minimum length: 16 
to 18 classroom hours

Sibelius 101:  
Introduction to Sibelius
A foundation for “thinking” like 
Sibelius, understanding and using 
Sibelius “themes”, and the ability 
to create simple scores with basic 
score objects. 

Audience: This course is aimed at 
composers, arrangers and music 
publishers. 

Recommended: A basic ability to 
read music (even slowly) and 
keyboard skills 

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will able to install 
Sibelius software, set essential 
preferences, save scores, operate 
the Sibelius Interface, create a new 
score, add essential objects, do basic 
note entry and perform operations 
such as  basic lines, basic text, 
copy/paste/repeat and print.

Suggested minimum length 8 to 
9 classroom hours

Sibelius

Sibelius 210: Advanced 
Layout & Formatting + 
Dynamic Parts
Learn advanced concepts of laying 
out scores within Sibelius through to 
printing scores and parts out for 
everyday use. Completion will lead to 
the Sibelius Certified Operator exam. 

Objectives: At the end of this 
course you will be familiar with:

• Document set up
• Default positions
• System object positions
• Magnetic layout
• Engraving rules - staves
• Advanced text (aligning text and 

boxed and justified text)
• Hiding and showing staves
• Instrument names
• Optimise staff spacing
• Introduction to house styles 

(components and features)
• Parts – basic to advanced 

and printing

Suggested minimum length: 8 to 

9 classroom hours

Target audience 
for Sibelius 
This range of courses targets 
composers, arrangers and 
music publishers from 
beginner to intermediate  
skill levels. 

Course Prerequisites: 

Sibelius 101:  
Introduction to Sibelius
 Basic Mac or Windows training 
and a basic understanding  of 
music  theory and notation. 

Sibelius 110: 
 Essentials of Sibelius
• Sibelius 101

Sibelius 201: 
 Intermediate Sibelius
• Sibelius 101
• Sibelius 110

Sibelius 210:  
Advanced Layout 
• Sibelius User Certification,  

Sibelius 201 

Sibelius 310:  
Advanced Sibelius
• Sibelius User Certification,  

Sibelius Operator   
Certification 

Sibelius 

Sibelius 201:  
Intermediate Sibelius 
Building on the user level course, 
Intermediate Sibelius and introducing 
powerful features such as the 
Ideas Panel, Worksheet creator 
and workflows for taking scores 
mobile with Scorch. 

Objectives: You will be familiar with 
Sibelius features such as –
• Ideas panel
• Worksheets creator
• Title pages
• Sticky tuplets
• Multicopy/paste
• Importing lyrics
• Defining & editing Instruments
• Drum notation
• Drum mapping
• Instrument changes
• Basic formatting

Suggested minimum length: 8 to 
9 classroom hours

Sibelius 310:  
Advanced Sibelius
This course goes in depth, using 
Sibelius in an advanced and 
efficient way with real-life 
scenarios. Completion of the 
course will lead to the Sibelius 
Expert certification. Prerequisites: 
Sibelius User Certification; Sibelius 
Operator Certification

Objectives: You will be familiar with 
advanced notation and 
worksheets, working with graphics, 
advanced practices, voices 
(filtering, copying, pasting), 
developing a personal house style, 
importing and exporting house 
styles and “real life” experiences

Suggested minimum length: 8 to 
9 classroom hours

“ I have my own 
studio but never felt 

confident charging clients 
decent rates, because I felt 
under-qualified. The Avid 
certification gave me the 
confidence I needed to take 
the leap and actually take 
myself and my business 
seriously. Not only that, 
but I am now much faster 
at using Pro Tools and this 
makes my clients confident 
that they are using a 
professional.
Jannes Eiselen, 
owner and engineer, Audio Basic Studios

The Sibelius Certification Path

”
Find an Avid Learning Partner 
at www.avid.com/support/
training/find-partner

Music 
Composition 
and Scoring 

“We are finding that our students are getting a leg up by 
being certified as well as having the 4 year degree which 

shows the artistic intent of the tools as well.
Dan Leonard,
Professor, Associate Dean, Chief Technology Officer – Dodge College of Media Arts, Chapman 
University, USA ”

http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner
http://www.avid.com/support/training/find-partner


Elevate Student Success

For more information, visit avid.com/training

About Avid 
Through Avid Everywhere™, Avid delivers the industry's most open, innovative and comprehensive media 
platform connecting content creation with collaboration, asset protection, distribution and consumption 
for the most listened to, most watched and most loved media in the world—from the most prestigious and 
award-winning feature films, music recordings, and television shows, to live concerts and news broadcasts. 
Industry leading solutions include Pro Tools®, Media Composer®, ISIS®, Interplay®, and Sibelius®. For more 
information about Avid solutions and services, visit www.avid.com, connect with Avid on Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, Google+; or subscribe to Avid Blogs.

Our digital audio and video solutions continue to revolutionize the art of creative storytelling and have earned 
us hundreds of awards, including two Oscar® statuettes, a Grammy®, and 14 Emmys®.
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Empower the next generation of media professionals— 
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